
Indefinite Pronouns (every/some/any/no)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Eugene thought, now that he saw her through the medium of an awakened
passion, that he had never seen ________thing more lovely.
1.

any

He spent the morning rummaging his desk and the trunks upstairs, as if in
search of ________thing, and after dinner announced that he was going to
the village to get the mail.

2.
some

Sitting there, that afternoon, smoking his favourite pipe, he had at last
come to the conclusion that there was ________thing for it but to close down.
3.

no

And I would look, or so I decided within myself, but I said ________thing;
and in silence we proceeded toward the drawing-room.
4. no

She measured, at a glance, the distance that now separated her from
them; but she said ________thing.
5.

no

There was a nameless ________thing in his manner and appearance that
caused the throng to open him a willing passage towards the object of
general curiosity.

6. some

It was not for ________thing that he banished the secretary.7. no

He took her hand and shook it heartily, tried to say ________thing, and
swallowed hard, then, turning, walked from the verandah in the direction of
his hut.

8. some

No one knew ________thing about his affairs, and neither papers nor
documents were forthcoming to give the slightest indication as to what had
become of the fortune he was known to have inherited.

9. any

It was not for ________thing that they made the burthen of my wishes all
night through.
10. no

Awaking after about two hours' repose, they descended, wished for
________thing to eat, sighed, put a bold heart on it, tightened their belts to
suit diminishing waists, and continued their journey.

11.
some
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Suddenly he muttered ________thing under his breath and pulled a
Belgian army pistol from the holster at his side.
12. some

The sergeant came over, and the captain whispered ________thing in his
ear.
13. some

The governor turned, and whispered ________thing to his page, then
continued his questions to the count, while he made some minutes upon
paper.

14. some

But he explained it all to me, how I'd ________thing to do but go to court
and I could get a sight of property back.
15. no

Mother Ada, who is usually very pale, went red, and murmured
________thing which I could not hear.
16.

some

We tried sounding the hole with poles, but could make ________thing of
it.
17. no

Clearly there was ________thing to do but to retreat, with some show of
dignity.
18. no

In the verse business I can do just what I like better than ________thing
else, and extend Underwoods with a lot of unpublished stuff.
19. any

Night came on, and there seemed to be ________thing for it but to seek
out the best resting-place he could find.
20. no
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